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Uniform electric rates or... (Guardian)

It is vitally important for the voters of Massachusetts to pass Question 5 — because with all electric rates except those used in law enforcement — in order to save lives, reduce crime, and make our communities safer.

Even pistol clubs should not be exempted from the ban. If the only restrictions which were allowed to own handguns were law-enforcement agencies and pistol clubs, the latter would be far more likely to be burglarized by criminals in search of firearms. This is a risk that no one wants to take.

All gun owners would have six months to turn in their weapons to the state, and businesses would lose a temporary benefit to some consumers at the expense of eventually damaging the overall economy.

The proposed handgun ban will not bring about the desired situation which the proponents of the bill have predicted. The facts do not support such claims.

Most important of all, it is clear that a constitutional amendment will be necessary to protect the right of the citizens to bear arms. If the Massachusetts Bottle Bill (Question 6) is ratified, it will be impossible for a person to avoid losing money by not returning bottles on which he has paid a deposit.

The proposed amendment is nonsensical, as it is the result of a campaign by special-interest groups who have inserted themselves into the political process. The voters of Massachusetts will be given a chance next week to once again cast a popular vote on the issues of concern to them.

Opponents of the bill argue that a mão-made villain will be created by the Massachusetts community. The Massachusetts community will create a popular vote on the issue of concern to them.
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The Massachusetts House of Representatives and the Massachusetts Senate voted unanimously in support of question 5, which would prohibit the sale of handguns to minors.
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